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“If you have built castles in the air, 
your work need not be lost; that is 
where they should be.  Now put the 
foundations under them.”

     Henry David Thoreau





PREVIOUS
LEFT

Memorial Park, Jacksonville, Florida
Temple of Aphaia, Aegina, Greece   4

BROAD Implications

In spring 2009, prior to beginning my education at Drury University, I took the position in a scholarship interview 
that I was going to take the campus by storm.  I made it clear that I was not about to let the grueling curriculum 
of the Hammons School of Architecture or the shell shock of traveling 600 miles from home get in my way.

I got the scholarship, and I did as much as I could.

Five years of architecture education has allowed me to appreciate experiences and design great buildings that 
can be more than a mere object.  I’ve spent three months in Greece, designed a wide variety of buildings (both 
hypothetical and built), and brought ideas to life that have enlightened my professors, my peers, and myself.  My 
adacemic record and the projects presented on the following pages speak for my body of work in the studio and I 
could not be happier with what I have accomplished so far.  Not only have I done the work and learned from it, but 
I have also learned to be humble.  In an academic setting that has brought about senses of entitlement among 
my colleagues, I have always sought to remain focused and in touch with those across the university.

Just as important as architectural work to me is involvement across campus.  One of the benefits of the small 
liberal arts college setting that Drury offers is the ability to participate in a variety of activities.  I have become a 
musician and composer through a series of music ensembles, and an athlete through the ultimate frisbee team, 
in addition to becoming a young architect.  Breadth has truly become a quintessential part of my character.

What does this mean after May 2014, when my career at Drury University ends and the next chapter begins?  I 
expect myself to be devoted to architectural work and to allow the depth coming from professional practice to 
shift my thinking just as the much as the breadth of activities in college have.  Still, I will continue to allow my 
multitude of experiences to shape my character and influence my expertise, wherever I end up and whatever I 
end up doing.  It’s been a great five years, and I can’t wait to see where this body of work will get me.
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A New VENETIAN HOTEL

PROPOSED LOCATION

DELIVERABLES

PROJECT GOALS
 

MY APPROACH

LESSONS LEARNED

Mestre, Italy 45.4685, 12.2611

Models, 1:200 and 1:1000 (3D printed)
Plans, sections, elevations, interior/exterior perspectives, product line

The program for this building is also for a building to be completed in 
2015 on the same site in conjunction with a Milan-based exposition.  The 
architect of the actual hotel, Filippo Caprioglio, was a guest professor who 
spent four weeks of the semester working with the studio class.  Among the 
main foci of the class were the development of a product line to go with 
the design, transportation from the site to Venice, and a proposal to reach 
a zero-carbon footprint.

My design focused on two gestures--a zigzag and a wave--to emulate the 
long-standing relationship between the cities of Venice and Mestre.  It is to 
serve as a focal point on the site, the destination created by the winding 
paths of the Box Mall that I also designed.

I continued to develop my ability to present a strong design in a way 
that strengthened the gestures proposed.  Being that this project required 
many objects, I worked to accomplish a strong sense of breadth among the 
design and the work presented in a successful manner.

Architectural Design IX  Fall 2013





URBAN PARK at the Edge of Town

PROPOSED LOCATION

DELIVERABLES

PROJECT GOALS
 

MY APPROACH

LESSONS LEARNED

Aegina, Greece 37.7491, 23.4254

Site Analysis and Precedent Studies
Hand-Drawn site plan, detail plan, sections, elevations, perspectives

The focus of the course was public spaces in Europe and some of their 
characteristics compared to those in the United States.  The site for this 
project was on the edge of the town of Aegina, split into three pieces by 
the road, and presently lacking effective program.

Since the park is on the edge of the urban fabric of the town, I decided 
to use a pedestrian bridge across the main road as a gateway that would 
become a major landmark.  Geometries associated with the bridge create 
a series of paths, and the areas left over create spaces geared toward 
urban, rural, or beach-oriented purposes.

This was the first project I had done in which I had to deeply analyze the 
existing urban fabric in order to come to my design.  Greek life and culture, 
especially on the island of Aegina, is very traditional and public-oriented, 
so determining how a good European public space works was a key set 
of observations that I made.  Thus, this project helped me add more of a 
human element to my personal design process.

DRURY CENTER IN GREECE WORK

Global Studio  Fall 2012
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TRIBUTE to the VOLUNTEERS

PROPOSED LOCATION

DELIVERABLES

PROJECT GOALS

OUR APPROACH

LESSONS LEARNED

Cunningham Park, Joplin, Missouri 37.0635, -94.5300

Multiple meetings with Joplin Parks & Recreation Board
Full construction document set
Excavated and built by students in seven days

A tribute to the volunteers who helped in Joplin following the May 2011 
tornado was coordinated with the city of Joplin and the Extreme Makeover: 
Home Edition work to be done just to the east of the site.  This marked the 
fourth project coordinated between the school and the show.

The iterative process (made up of the class of 35) led to the development 
of concentric rings, each representing a subtle transition from hardscape to 
landscape similar to the transition in Joplin from catastrophe to normality.  
All materials and labor were donated--I helped coordinate the lighting 
scheme.  Construction took place in eight-hour shifts at all hours of the day 
and night, and the reveal of the park was in the final cut of the episode.

Although the iterative process proved a bit tedious at times with such a 
large group, it was very special to see my work go from schematics to a 
final product.  I worked on the 7 pm-3 am shift and developed a strong 
sense of teamwork while on the jobsite as well.

Architectural Design V  Fall 2011

COMPLETED DESIGN-BUILD PROJECT
2012 HSA LIBRARIUM AWARD NOMINEE
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DAYTONA BEACH Urban Analysis

PROPOSED LOCATION

DELIVERABLES

PROJECT GOALS
 

MY APPROACH

LESSONS LEARNED

Daytona Beach, Florida (no exact location)

Presentation featuring findings
Laser-cut model further showcasing analysis

The goal of the class was to illustrate how cities “tick” through a variety of 
exercises and studies in the class.  We began by studying Barcelona and 
Paris as a group, then each picked our own cities to analyze and model.

Rather than choosing another iconic, ancient city, I decided to study my 
adopted hometown of Daytona Beach.  I found that the city’s fabric was 
based on a balance of what is natural, designed, and developed, and 
modeled them with varying line types and organizing them in a matrix.  I 
found that the most fluid relationship in Daytona Beach was philosophy, 
planning, architecture, cuisine, art--the presentation and the model are 
arranged accordingly.

Although the professor was wary of my decision to study a younger, smaller 
city at first, he was clearly stunned by the final product to the point that 
he recommended contacting the city and proposing the model as a larger 
art installation.  It clearly opened up to everyone what the extent of 
understanding American urban fabric could be.

MARC 571: Under the Surface  Spring 2013





A View for CARL JUNCTION

PROPOSED LOCATION

DELIVERABLES

PROJECT GOALS

OUR APPROACH

LESSONS LEARNED

Carl Junction, Missouri 37.1787, -94.5646

Multiple meetings with Carl Junction Visioning Committee
Development of multiple parks and public spaces in the city
Final boards, slideshow, and book for the city to refer to

Community Studio is one of the flagship courses of the school, featuring 
partnerships with towns across southwest Missouri.  The Carl Junction project 
was to focus on the parks system for the town of 7,500.

We developed three hubs: downtown in the north, the creek through the 
middle, and an environmental center in the south of town.  Each park was to 
have a community garden and recycling center to create a common theme.  
A classmate and I focused on the North Athletic fields by the community 
center and high school, mixing the programmatic needs of ballfields with 
natural elements.

Through extensive research of precedents and representation, I greatly 
enhanced my own computer-based design skills during this project.  This 
progress was evident because of the multiple compliments our twelve-
person group received during our reviews both for the Carl Junction 
Visioning Committee and the school faculty.

Community Studies Studio  Spring 2012

2012 HSA LIBRARIUM AWARD NOMINEE
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A New Springfield FIRE STATION

PROPOSED LOCATION

DELIVERABLES

PROJECT GOALS

MY APPROACH

LESSONS LEARNED

Springfield, Missouri 37.1457, -93.2725

Massing Model, 1/16” = 1’-0”
Hand-Drawn plans, sie plan, sections, elevations, diagrams
Program Booklet and Axonometric Structural Diagram

This was the first time in a studio class that there was only one project for the 
entire semester.  The parameters were also less defined: students were to 
determine all needs and square footages and present them in a program 
booklet, rather than have suggested square footages and programmatic 
needs provided before designing.

I chose the larger of two sites to work on, so I designed a large building 
that could serve as an iconic image for south Springfield.  The engine room 
takes on a very unique shape compared to the rest of the building, the 
crew’s quarters are set up according to my program, and the community 
room and pool allow for interaction within the city and profession.

Being the final pre-professional semester, I worked harder in spring 2011 
than I had any semester previously.  This project stood out convincingly from 
those of my peers because of its size and organization, and I found that 
developing a clear program was one of my strengths.

Architectural Design IV  Spring 2011
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Environmental TRAIL SHELTER

PROPOSED LOCATION

DELIVERABLES

PROJECT GOALS

MY APPROACH

LESSONS LEARNED

Big Cypress National Preserve, Everglades, Florida 25.9849, -81.2405

Model, 1” = 1’-0”
Hand-Drawn/Colored plan, section, diagrams

Design III is based on combining environmental factors with the previously 
developed intellect of an architect.  Being the first project of the semester, 
there were five sites across the United States available, all requiring the 
same basic frame.  Choosing a site meant addressing its sun, wind, and 
climate challenges.

The trail shelter is put on stilts to protect it from the surrounding swamp.  
Openings on the east and south walls are limited to keep the shelter from 
overheating, while the west side is left open to encourage views of the 
Florida sunset.  The Golden Section proportioning system is also used.

The project was voted by my peers as the most unique of the entire class.  
I continued to progress in my personal design process style and quick 
development of a solid design idea.  The incorporation of environmental 
factors and the usage of a proportioning system took advantage of my 
mathematical and scientific interests and strengths.  I continue to be very 
proud of this project.

Architectural Design III   Fall 2010
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Springfield BUS STOP/BIKE SHELTER

PROPOSED LOCATION

DELIVERABLES

PROJECT GOALS
 

OUR APPROACH

LESSONS LEARNED

Springfield, Missouri 37.160, -93.2860

Schematic Design and Design Development studies presented to client
Full set of construction documents

Unlike studio, Professional Communication is set up to simulate the setting 
and process of an actual firm--the professor acts more as a principal 
architect, and the class is divided into teams.  The bus stop/bike shelter 
was in conjunction with the City of Springfield and a local firm with one of 
the designs to be built later on.

My group of four selected a site on a busy street and we wanted to make a 
station that was sleek and functional.  Two moves--the wood-clad overhead 
piece and the polycarbonate sheets--are to appear as seamlessly moving 
into one another.  A sliding cabinet and a seating area which converts into 
a workbench allow for bicycle repairs and clinics to be put on as well.

While learning about construction representation and public speaking, I 
also felt very comfortable working in a team.  Our group was very successful 
from the start, as we found out from our professor and one of the most 
accomplished Springfield architects and alumni of the school.  Becoming a 
“built architect” while still a student is a great honor.

Professional Communication  Spring 2012

DESIGN SELECTED TO BE BUILT
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A Reflective CHAPEL

PROPOSED LOCATION

DELIVERABLES

PROJECT GOALS

MY APPROACH

LESSONS LEARNED

Cunningham Park, Joplin, Missouri 37.0640, -94.5300

Model, 1/4” = 1’-0”
CAD plan, site plan, sections, elevations, diagrams, wall section, renderings
Wall Section Model, 1 1/2” = 1’-0”

The final project for the fall semester was a four-week study on the same 
site as the volunteer tribute from the same studio (see next project).  It was 
smaller in size, and an understanding of the wall section was key.

The chapel’s site is as important as the structure.  A winding path off the 
main loop combines seating, water, and nature, eventually leading to a 
simple yet inviting building with a unique shape.  The inside is dark and 
hollow, contrasted by the outer patio that overlooks the park and the 
reconstruction process following the May 2011 tornado.

In terms of design development and final presentation, I was one of the 
best-composed in my class.  I did not let the structural element of the wall 
section impede on my design process, and the final product was strong 
formally and structurally.  In fact, the school’s shop instructor was so 
impressed with my design that he told me he was ready to go to Joplin the 
next day and start building it.

Architectural Design V  Fall 2011
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Thus Spoke JACKSONVILLE

PROPOSED LOCATION Downtown Jacksonville, Florida 30.3239 -81.6409

I prepared the thesis document Thus Spoke Jacksonville: Expression, Infrastructure, and Designing for a Democracy as 
a means of combining architecture and political theory to understand how Americans have come to design the societies 
in which they live.  I discovered a link between expression as found in American society and infrastructure as found 
in American design informing each other most effectively in the American metropolis formed as a conglomeration of 
neighborhoods.

Often, American architecture serves as a mere backdrop, an objectified piece not necessarily considered as part 
of the American experience.  My thesis project, to be completed in the Spring 2014 semester, seeks to discover a 
new approach to design that makes design a key part of American society by allowing the design typology to fully 
encapsulate the notions of expression and infrastructure.  This new approach and new resulting design typology will 
also seek to make architects much more influential in the creation of the American experience.

The site of Jacksonville, Florida was selected because the city (and the state) are outliers to many American societal 
norms.  First of all, one of the most pivotal moments in Jacksonville’s history occurred in 1968 when all its neighborhoods 
were consolidated into one municipality, shying away from the typical conglomeration form.  The state of Florida 
often finds itself promoting a laid-back attitude as opposed to one of industry and education as a means of 
revitalization, something which must change in order for its multitude of cities and urban fabrics to continue to thrive.  
These challenges make the project even more enticing, and the final result is sure to be some of my finest work.

To follow my progress over the spring 2014 semester, please visit dkbthesis.wordpress.com.

Thesis Seminar/Thesis Studio  Fall 2013/Spring 2014





LEFT Drury “VooDU” Ultimate Frisbee Team at halftime of the “Fall Brawl”, November 2013

CONCLUSION
As I sat on the Aegina pier on the evening of November 28, 2012, the final night that I was to be on the island, I 
found myself in a strange place of figuring out how to justify the semester.  Although I had done everything that 
I expected to do, the overall experience felt very hollow on this chilly night.  The trip was by no means a waste 
of time, however.  After pondering for a few moments, I determined that I had not been looking forward to 
physically being in Greece, but to be spending time with my classmates.  The hollowness was due to my absence 
from other activities in which I participate.  My work on the island was complete and the semester was sufficient; 
it is what will happen afterward that is to be profound.

Thoreau makes the connections between building foundations while maintaining lofty expectations.  My time 
at Drury has allowed me to study the concepts of landscape and society, and this has led me to set high levels of 
achievement and participation for myself.  Still, I recognize that college is but a very influential chapter in my life.  
Many of these projects are purely hypothetical, but they certainly show that I have the capability to incorporate 
lofty ideals into my work with the utmost sense of professionalism.

I know that I am ready to take this into the next stage of my life and my career.  The foundations are ready to be 
laid.  The next step is sure to lead to something great.
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          C. DREW KEMP-BAIRD
    E-Mail drew.kemp.baird@gmail.com
         Cell (513) 505-1610

          Spring 2014 Address 1218A N. Jefferson Ave.
       Springfield, MO 65802

          Permanent Address 125 Chickadee Court
       Daytona Beach, FL 32119

LEFT
OPPOSITE

Hagia Sophia, Istanbul, Turkey
Ponce de Leon Inlet Lighthouse, Daytona Beach, Florida


